A target location algorithm for distributed acoustic sensors was presented. Acoustic energy-ratio between sensors was used to solved the position of sound source iteratively, without priori information of position and rigorous clock synchronization. Experiments showed that target could be accurately located. The algorithm can run smoothly on low-cost wireless sensor networks nodes for its simplicity and efficiency.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) is a rapidly developed technology which integrates sensor technology with wireless communication, embedded computing and distributed information processing. Usually WSN sensor nodes are low-cost and small in size, with short-distance communication capability to each other. Mass sensor nodes can be widely distributed in large area and self-organized into a network. Multiple sensor nodes can cooperate to surveillance, percept, sample various data of environment and targets. By processing the collected data, detailed and accurate information can be acquired and delivered to end users. WSN technology is now widely used in various areas such as defense, safety surveillance, environment monitoring, traffic control as well as disaster prevention and relief [1] .
Target location is an important research field of WSN. Compared with radio signal, acoustic signal has lower frequency, slower spreading speed as well as longer propagation distance and stronger diffraction ability. The cost and complexity of a sound sensor is much lower than other sensors so acoustic localization and identification is popular in applications of wireless sensor networks [2] .
Substantially sound is a kind of mechanical oscillation. It can broadcast through liquid, solid and gas from its source in all directions. The intension and spectrum of sound wave is affected by the position of sound source, movement, media on the route and the structure of sound source itself. Using acoustic sensors we can receive sound wave and draw the information of its source. To locate a sound source there is no need to send out signals so this method can be applied all passively [3] .
In a general way multiple sound sensors are essential for target location. Location approaches can be divided into two groups. The first is interaural time difference (ITD) or interaural phase difference (IPD) based technique. The time or phase of arrival differs from nodes in different distance. By processing data from multiple nodes we can determine the location of sound source utilizing the relative shifts in the signals received by microphones. For example, the methods of time-delay estimation (TDE) [4] [5] [6] , beam forming [7] [8] [9] , hemisphere sampling [10] , and accumulated correlation [11, 12] were different ways of this type [13] . However, by this kind of approaches rigorous time synchronization among all nodes was essential. Spatially separated WSN nodes with independent clocks are difficult to assure positioning accuracy by synchronizing the received data.
The second group refers to energy based approaches. The signals received by microphones differ in their intensity level, with a microphone closer to the sound source receiving a higher intensity signal than a farther microphone. By measuring the intensity level of received signals using multiple nodes we can find out the position of sound source. This kind of techniques does not require accurate time synchronization, so we can simplify pre-processing steps and use the average energy of the signals over a relative large window to depress noises. Birchfield gave a location method based on interaural level difference(ILD) [14] . ILD method computed the sound source location by combining likelihood functions, one for each microphone pair. Nevertheless, this developed methods mentioned above, had some limitations:
A number of candidate locations is needed. Few candidate locations lead to poor accuracy while too many candidates will bring large burden of computation.
Limited number of candidate locations can only cover limited area, so this method have to be used in a definite bound of area, for example, a meeting room.
The signal noise is required to follow normal distribution and its first as well as second moment should be known beforehand. In fact received signals are always polluted by colored noises so that it is hard to meet the requirement mentioned above.
To suffice the need for target location using large number of randomly distributed sound sensor nodes, an algorithm based on iterative least square solution is presented. By this method there is no need of selecting candidate locations and prior information about the received signal as well as sound source. It is demonstrated in experiments that this algorithm has low calculation burden and converges fast. The accuracy is good enough to fulfill the requirement of target location mission for WSN.
Location Algorithm
In most situations the original intensity level of sound source is unknown. It is hard to estimate the position of sound source by directly measuring its energy. However, If the signal is sent from one source, the energy-ratio between different nodes will only rest with relative distance between the nodes and sound source, so we can use energy-ratio between every two nodes as the measurement.
Reference Frame
Selecting any fixed point on the plane of nodes as the origin, a Cartesian plane XY-coordinate system is established as shown in Fig. 1 . Assume there be n nodes in this network and their position be known as 1 1 ( , )
x y , ……， ( , ) n n x y respectively. Let ( , ) x y be the coordinates of target (sound source). 
Energy-ratio measurement equation
For energy measurement time delay is negligible, the signal received by the ith nodes can be modeled as [14] 
From (1) and (2) we get
Given two nodes i and j, we have
where 
where
From the equation above we can get an equation set: 
Sulution of source position
For any pair of nodes, if the energy-ratio
 , According to (5) the sound source is constrained to lie on a circle centered at （ ( ) 
Using log function on both sides we have 
After some algebraic manipulation we have
where To get a satisfying solution, (11) can be solved iteratively untilx  and ŷ  lower than threshold value.
Target tracing
Suppose computational time step length is T , current time is k t , the position of target at previous two time steps are  
respectively. The velocity of target can be estimated as
Current position of target at time can be forecasted as
as initial value, namely
By iteratively solving (11) we can get current position of target.
Experiments And Results
Field tests were carried out to examine the algorithm. 4 acoustic sensor nodes and 1 sink node which self-organized into a sensor networks were used in tests. The distribution of nodes are shown in Fig. 4 .
Figure 3. Distribution of nodes in tests
Each node was equipped with a ARM7TDMI CPU(AT91SAM7S256), a wireless communication chip CC1100, and a microphone whose signal was amlified by OPA2349 and then sampled on 8KHz frequency. A motocycle with a satellite enhanced Novatel OEM4 GPS receiver was used as target. Position outputs with an accuracy better than 1m(CEP) from the GPS receiver were used as reference.
The initial position of target was defined as original point. The target started from point (0,0), moving northeast, then turning to northwest, and stopped at point (26.5, 288.5). The trajectory and computation results are shown in Fig. 5 ., where 4 triangles are position of 4 nodes, dashed line is referenced GPS target trajectory, round points are results of position estimation. 
Conclusion
The algorithm presented in this article is quite simple. It has no requirement on priori information about target position nor rigorous clock synchronization among nodes. Low computation loads makes it run smoothly on low-cost nodes with few memory and low computation capability. In experiments this algorithm was applied successfully on a simple self-organized wireless sensor networks. It was shown that the estimated position was accurate enough to trace the movement of target. It is expected to apply this method on wireless sensor networks which have large amount of low-cost nodes distributed in wide areas.
